ROUTE 10: 10 kilometers to the east of DOLNI DVORISTE
start:

crossing at DOLNI PRIBRANI (6 kilometers to the east of TICHA which is 4 km
to the east of DOLNI DVORISTE)

distance:

approx. 3,5 kilometers, (1,5 km to the border, another 2 km to a pick-up-point)

walking_time:

allow a minimum of 1 hour 40 minutes

termination:

the road between MAIRSPINDT and UNTERWALD
start at the crossing of Dolni
Pribrani (you see a white house
at your right hand side) /// let the
house behind at your left side ///
follow the gravel road /// after the
birch-trees turn left /// cross the
meadow at the old tree /// go to
the small forest-aisle /// go down
into the forest and you find an
old overgrown road /// follow it
to the right /// at the clearing
cross to the edge of the forest on
your right side /// it leads you
down to the border-brook /// 50
meters before you reach the
brook turn right and follow the
path into the wood /// when you

come to a small clearing turn left and walk down the slope to the border-brook /// cross the brook and
continue to the east into the wood /// stay inside the forest - some watch-towers are nearby /// after approx. 60
meters you come to a carriage road /// cross the road and follow it to your right BUT stay inside the forest ///
at the clearing follow the edge of the forest to the left side (uphill) /// STAY INSIDE the forest /// you can
come out of the wood when you pass the brown wooden hut /// follow the carriage road into the forest /// take
the junction to your right /// after 10 meters turn right again /// at the next clearing again follow the edge of
the forest on the left hand side (uphills and again INSIDE the forest) /// ATTENTION /// you come to a
crossing with a gravel road /// you should cross this street and follow the path straight ahead BUT make a left
turn into the wood because the crossing can be watched from a nearby tower /// follow the carriage road ///
negotiate all junctions /// you come to the next clearing /// there follow the edge of the forest to your RIGHT
side /// ATTENTION /// stay inside the forest because the clearing can be watched from a tower /// the edge
of the forest will lead you down to the road and a possible pickup point

Please be sure to read the "General Tips for Refugees" carefully!

go straight ahead and let the house behind at your left side

you should cross this street and follow the path straight head BUT make a left turn into the wood
because the crossing can be watched from a nearby tower

